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Executive summary
The term “cyberattack” brings to mind malware, social 
engineering, network vulnerabilities or unpatched 
endpoints. But how do malicious actors manage to 
unleash their attack kill-chain in the first place? What 
is it that opens the gates to exploiting a weakness and 
breaching the infrastructure? With human error behind 
most successful attacks1, perhaps we should look not 
beyond these culprits, but behind them.

Misconfigurations are a common cybersecurity gap. 
Security experts agree2 that configuration errors in 
privileges, endpoint settings, internet settings, risky 
services needlessly enabled, and bad access control 
configurations are leading causes of cybersecurity 
incidents today.

Misconfigurations enable bad actors to abuse IT 
administrators’ oversights within days, hours, and even 
minutes in some cases. If it takes longer than a day 
to fix a system misconfiguration, adversaries have 
the leverage they need to deploy a full-fledged attack 
and penetrate the targeted infrastructure in what first 
looked like a very small window of opportunity.

Based on up-to-date telemetry from Bitdefender 
threat intelligence, this whitepaper explores 5 
common categories of misconfigurations leveraged 
by cybercriminals to penetrate IT infrastructures. 
Bitdefender enables security teams to plug these 
holes efficiently, with minimal effort and no impact on 
business operations.

1  Bitdefender BusinessInsights Blog https://businessinsights.bitdefender.com/human-error-identified-as-the-1-reason-behind-most-cyberattacks
2  ESG Video: Closing the Gap with an Expanded Endpoint Protection Platformhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KLvimsmwe0&feature=youtu.be
3  ESG: The Emerging Era of Configuration Risk Analysis https://enhancedreports.com/bitdefender/6371/index.html?__hssc=27765283.2.1581574751226&__
hstc=27765283.5b81ba1a3a40b54efa99bccbfcefee93.1575920737386.1581551172637.1581574751226.34&__hsfp=3054740584&hsCtaTracking=e1b1b274-49ff-4a9b-8a5b-
bda8fabd0e78%7C3ed220b4-5356-4029-ac55-348a61137e6c

Highlights
• Endpoint misconfiguration accounts for 27% of 

entry points exploited by attackers today

• Misconfigurations related to accounts, password 
storage and password management are the most 
common individual endpoint misconfigurations, 
with a 12.5% share

• Configuration errors related to WinRM rank highest 
on the list of misconfigurations in Microsoft 
components and second on the list of common 
endpoint misconfigurations

• Of the most common areas of endpoint 
misconfigurations, the most errors are found in the 
Internet Settings category, with a combined share 
of 73.1%

• Misconfigurations related to Authenticode signing 
rank at the top of Internet Settings configuration 
errors, and third on the list of common endpoint 
misconfigurations

• Endpoint risk analytics enables administrators 
to reduce the attack surface, limiting potential 
compromise while providing visibility into risks 
associated with misconfiguration

Misconfigurations 
as an attack 
avenue

Cybercriminals typically use social engineering 
tactics and malware to unleash their mischief. 
Endpoint security solutions are well equipped to 
guard most attack avenues, including insider threats 
– whether from malice or negligence – but not if the 
IT department fails to configure safeguards properly. 
For example, if IT staff fail to prevent employees from 
modifying security settings, or neglect to restrict USB 
and cloud storage.

More than a quarter of organizations cite3 
configuration management as one of the greatest 
challenges in securing endpoint devices. In fact, 
endpoint misconfiguration represents 27% of the 
threat entry points exploited by attackers today.
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Endpoint misconfiguration is commonplace in most organizations, representing 27% of the threat entry point.  
– ESG: The Emerging Era of Configuration Risk Analysis

Security teams are overwhelmed with reactive, repetitive tasks such as vulnerability management, incident triage, 
and patching. Therefore, security misconfigurations are a lucrative attack avenue – bad actors know IT engineers 
that lack automation are always on their toes. Security teams require the means to assess risk and rapidly remediate 
configuration issues without disruption to IT systems.

“Why are security misconfigurations a common attack vector? Because bad actors know IT engineers typically lack 
automation and they are always on their toes, scooping out water from a leaking boat.”  
– Bogdan Botezatu, Director of Threat Research and Reporting, Bitdefender

The resounding Capital One hack last year was the result of a misconfigured web application firewall. Paige Thompson, 
a former AWS engineer, exploited the error to access a server owned and operated by Capital One. Thompson gained 
unauthorized access to 140,000 Social Security numbers, 1 million Canadian Social Insurance numbers, 80,000 bank 
account numbers, as well as more personal information from affected customers. Thompson then attempted to share 
access to the information online4.

In the Imperva incident5, hackers were able to steal an AWS administrative API key housed in a compute instance left 
exposed to the public internet. And when CenturyLink exposed 2.8 million customer records6, it was revealed that a 
third-party MongoDB database containing the records had been left unprotected on the web.

Misconfigurations are a granular affair, which means IT reps are constantly overburdened. Examples are plentiful: 
Unintended default accounts using default credentials. Open, unnecessary ports. User Account Controls (UAC) are 
insecure or disabled. Advanced protection is disabled. Automatic login is dangerously enabled or no-autorun settings 
are disabled. Insecure guest logon is enabled and, of course, misconfigured privileges abound. 

But besides these immediate red flags, there are entire categories of misconfigurations that security teams must juggle 
daily. For example, among common IT oversights, by far the most are found in the Internet Settings department, as we 
discuss in the paragraphs below. And configuration errors related to Windows Remote Management rank top the list 
of misconfigurations in Microsoft apps. But an understaffed, under-resourced IT department like those found in small 
and medium businesses has thousands more modules and switches to look after. Let’s look at some of the top 5 areas 
where IT departments struggle with misconfigurations, based on fresh telemetry from Bitdefender Labs.

4 https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/29/business/capital-one-data-breach/index.html
5 https://threatpost.com/imperva-data-breach-cloud-misconfiguration/149127/
6 https://www.scmagazine.com/home/security-news/data-breach/2-8-million-centurylink-customer-records-exposed-by-unprotected-database/
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1. Misconfigured Accounts, Password 
Management

Misconfigurations related to accounts, password storage and password management are the most common individual 
endpoint misconfigurations (i.e. not falling into any single category) with a 12.5% share. One commonly found tripwire 
is failure to check if the user’s browser (i.e. Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome) stores passwords on disk. An 
attacker who gains ownership of the system may steal stored credentials.

A joint alert7 from the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 
Agency (CISA) and the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) recently revealed how advanced 
persistent threat (APT) actors are actively targeting organizations involved in both national and international COVID-19 
responses. These organizations include healthcare bodies, pharmaceutical companies, academia, medical research 
organizations, and local governments. CISA and NCSC are actively investigating large-scale password spraying 
campaigns conducted by APT groups. Hackers are using this type of attack to target healthcare entities, predominantly 
in the United Kingdom and the United States.

Password spraying is a common type of brute-force attack used by malicious actors who obtain commonly used 
passwords from earlier data breaches. The technique let attackers fly under the radar as they deploy their attack. 
“These attacks are successful because, for any given large set of users, there will likely be some with common 
passwords.” -- https://www.us-cert.gov/

As phishing and business email compromise (BEC) campaigns proliferate, compromised credentials remain one of 
cybercriminals’ most favored attack vectors.

7 https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A

https://www.us-cert.gov/
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2.Misconfigured Microsoft Apps, 
Components and Frameworks

Bitdefender data shows that IT administrators frequently misconfigure OS-related applications and components, and 
with Microsoft Windows ruling the land in business environments, it’s not surprising that the most common IT errors 
crop up in software like Microsoft Office, SharePoint, ACTIVE_X, and Windows Remote Management (WinRM).

Windows Remote Management (WinRM) is an area of particular concern, because it allows a user to interact with a 
remote system, to run an executable, modify the registry, or modify services. It may be called with the winrm command 
or by various programs, such as PowerShell. Failing to properly configure WinRM can have devastating consequences 
from a security standpoint.

Configuration errors related to WinRM rank highest on the list of misconfigurations in Microsoft apps, components and 
frameworks and second on the list of common endpoint misconfigurations.

Looking strictly at Microsoft apps and components, WinRM errors represent the bulk of reported misconfigurations, at 
55.5%.
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3. Unpatched Systems/Applications 
(EternalDarkness)

On March 12, 2020, Microsoft released an important patch that fixes a critical flaw in the SMB kernel driver. 
Accidentally disclosed, then missed in the March 2020 Patch Tuesday, this flaw affects the Server Message Block 
(SMB) Client and Server version 3.1.1 for Windows and can be exploited from outside the targeted organization to 
trigger a denial-of-service attack and, in some circumstances, remote code execution.

Not all system misconfigurations can be easily measured and assigned a percentage on the list of common human 
errors. A working exploit leveraging CVE-2020-07968, also known as ‘EternalDarkness,’ can deal damages beyond even 
the savviest analyst’s expectations.

The monumental WannaCry pandemic, as well as the widely circulated Equifax incident and the Marriott data breach, 
all took place because IT departments failed to deploy patches for known vulnerabilities in time. The financial damage 
associated with WannaCry, which leveraged a similar SMB bug in unpatched Windows instances, measured in the 
billions of dollars.

Unpatched known vulnerabilities like CVE-2020-0796 make our top 5 list of IT oversights for their sheer potential harm, 
should they land in the wrong hands.

Microsoft released security update‘KB4551762’ on March 12 that fixes the vulnerability. Bitdefender GravityZone 
customers can automate deployment of updates via the Patch Management module. 
If patching is impossible, disable SMBv3 compression on servers. NOTE that this does not fix the issue on 
vulnerable clients. Users can disable compression with the following PowerShell command: 
Set-ItemProperty -Path “HKLM:\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanServer\Parameters” 
DisableCompression -Type DWORD -Value 1 -Force

The US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) this year released the list of the ten most often 
exploited vulnerabilities9 between 2016 and 2019, seven of which affect Microsoft offerings such as MS Office, 
Windows, SharePoint, and the .NET Framework. The alert provides detailed descriptions of each flaw, as well as 
mitigations. CISA, FBI and the broader U.S. Government recommend that organizations transition away from any end-
of-life software.

8 https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2020-0796
9 https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-133a
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4. Internet settings
Of the most common categories of endpoint misconfigurations reported by our engines, Internet Settings is by far the 
most error-riddled category, with a combined share of 73.1%. Passwords & Accounts take second place with 13.8% and 
Microsoft Apps & Components rank third, with 13.1%.

Misconfigurations related to Authenticode signing rank highest in the top Internet Settings configuration errors, and 
third on the list of common endpoint misconfigurations. Authenticode is a Microsoft-developed signing technology that 
lets software vendors sign their code and prove that it’s trusted – i.e. not malware.

With a relatively high rate (9.5%) of poor misconfigurations in the wild, this policy setting is of particular importance to 
IT engineers, as it allows them to manage whether .NET Framework components not signed with Authenticode can be 
executed form Internet Explorer – which they shouldn’t.

Any .NET Framework component in Internet Explorer must be certified as secure, otherwise malicious actors can feed 
it a malware-laced version.
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Another commonly misconfigured Internet Setting that crops up in our threat intel with a 9.4% share is allowing 
fallback to a version of SSL lower than 3.0. The proper policy setting is to block an insecure fallback to SSL 3.0. Failure 
to do so exposes the organization to man-in-the-middle attacks and eavesdropping.

5. Users Tampering with Security / Client 
Settings

As noted above, not every IT error has an immediately quantifiable impact. But if your employees can tamper with 
security software, pretty much any other system misconfiguration can take a back seat to this oversight. Oversights 
like USB sticks and cloud storage left ON are also common in organizations big and small. And although most endpoint 
protection platforms are rock solid, they are not tamper proof – especially if IT administrators allow users to add or 
remove exceptions.

According to the Verizon 2019 Data Breach Investigations Report, while the rogue admin planting logic bombs makes a 
good headline, insider threats most often emerge in the form of errors by system administrators.

Defending against malware takes a different approach if the malware is dropped via social engineering, a drive-
by download, or brought in by an insider via a USB device. In addition, while being faced with what seems like an 
endless list of potential attacks, limiting ourselves to snapshots also hinders our ability to find commonalities 
between these attacks. Such commonalities may be key dependencies in an attacker’s process which represent 
opportunities for us to disrupt. The more we can understand the sequence of events happening in an attack, the 
more we as a community can make it harder for adversaries to reuse the same process. 
– Verizon 2019 Data Breach Investigations Report10

Disabling backups, for instance, can obliterate an organization’s data in case of a ransomware attack, not just 
compromising intellectual property and financial assets, but also breaking the law (i.e. GDPR). Lest we forget, backups 
are the single most important defense against ransomware. Mounting additional network resources should also be 
banned. Ransomware is ‘trained’ to find anything that looks and feels like a volume (i.e. disk Z:) and encrypt it.

10 https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/
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Risk analytics. Integrated.
IT administrators have tons of resources to combat the most common vulnerabilities and system misconfigurations, 
including the OWASP Top 10,11CIS benchmarks12, and handy industry reports that point out the most common holes to 
plug. But administrators cannot sift endlessly through benchmarks and best practices to keep cybercrime at bay. After 
all, their job extends farther than cybersecurity matters.

Any disruption to endpoints impacts business operations. However, endpoint-borne cyber-attacks account for 
the initial point of compromise in 39% of all breaches.13 A leading cause of systems disruption today comes from 
misconfiguration-related attacks, with bad actors reaching for every low-hanging fruit to exploit misconfigured 
systems, launching attacks at well-known configuration vulnerabilities to gain entry. Conversely, organizations typically 
lack formal, systematic hardening processes and policies. Yet security teams must have the means to assess risk, 
triage and rapidly mend these errors, including dangerous new bugs like EternalDarkness, without disruption to IT 
– and indeed business operations. Companies like Bitdefender are addressing this issue, with integrated endpoint 
configuration risk analysis at the heart of their offerings, arming security teams with the visibility and automated 
remediation required to dilute cyber risk.

Most endpoint protection platforms can’t assess risk associated with misconfiguration, while security teams 
are overwhelmed with reactive, repetitive tasks, such as vulnerability management, incident triage, and patching. 
Bitdefender has introduced endpoint risk analytics at the core of its GravityZone endpoint protection platform. Endpoint 
risk analytics enables administrators to reduce the attack surface, limiting potential compromise while providing 
visibility into risks associated with misconfiguration. Bitdefender GravityZone provides endpoint risk management, risk 
analytics, protection and EDR, all through a common agent and console. Learn more HERE.

11 https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/OWASP_Top_Ten_2017/Top_10-2017_A6-Security_Misconfiguration
12 https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks/
13 https://enhancedreports.com/bitdefender/6371/index.html?__hssc=27765283.2.1581574751226&__
hstc=27765283.5b81ba1a3a40b54efa99bccbfcefee93.1575920737386.1581551172637.1581574751226.34&__hsfp=3054740584&hsCtaTracking=e1b1b274-49ff-4a9b-8a5b-
bda8fabd0e78%7C3ed220b4-5356-4029-ac55-348a61137e6c

https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/OWASP_Top_Ten_2017/Top_10-2017_A6-Security_Misconfiguration
https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks/
https://businessresources.bitdefender.com/esg-report?utm_campaign=msp-risk-management&utm_source=white-paper
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UNDER THE SIGN OF THE WOLF

A trade of brilliance, data security is an industry where only the clearest view, sharpest mind and deepest insight can 
win — a game with zero margin of error. Our job is to win every single time, one thousand times out of one thousand, 
and one million times out of one million.

And we do. We outsmart the industry not only by having the clearest view, the sharpest mind and the deepest insight, 
but by staying one step ahead of everybody else, be they black hats or fellow security experts. The brilliance of our 
collective mind is like a luminous Dragon-Wolf on your side, powered by engineered intuition, created to guard against 
all dangers hidden in the arcane intricacies of the digital realm.

This brilliance is our superpower and we put it at the core of all our game-changing products and solutions.

Proudly Serving Our Customers
Bitdefender provides solutions and services for small business and 
medium enterprises, service providers and technology integrators. We take 
pride in the trust that enterprises such as Mentor, Honeywell, Yamaha, 
Speedway, Esurance or Safe Systems place in us.

Leader in Forrester’s inaugural Wave™ for Cloud Workload Security

NSS Labs “Recommended” Rating in the NSS Labs AEP Group Test

SC Media Industry Innovator Award for Hypervisor Introspection, 2nd Year in  
a Row

Gartner® Representative Vendor of Cloud-Workload Protection Platforms

Trusted Security Authority
Bitdefender is a proud technology alliance partner to major virtualization vendors, directly contributing to the development of secure ecosystems with  
VMware, Nutanix, Citrix, Linux Foundation, Microsoft, AWS, and Pivotal.

Through its leading forensics team, Bitdefender is also actively engaged in countering international cybercrime together with major law enforcement agencies 
such as FBI and Europol, in initiatives such as NoMoreRansom and TechAccord, as well as the takedown of black markets such as Hansa. Starting in 2019, 
Bitdefender is also a proudly appointed CVE Numbering Authority in MITRE Partnership.

Dedicated To Our +20.000 Worldwide Partners 
A channel-exclusive vendor, Bitdefender is proud to share success with tens of 
thousands of resellers and distributors worldwide.

CRN 5-Star Partner, 4th Year in a Row. Recognized on CRN’s Security 100 List. CRN Cloud 
Partner, 2nd year in a Row

More MSP-integrated solutions than any other security vendor

3 Bitdefender Partner Programs - to enable all our partners – resellers, service providers 
and hybrid partners – to focus on selling Bitdefender solutions that match their own 
specializations

RECOGNIZED BY LEADING ANALYSTS AND INDEPENDENT TESTING ORGANIZATIONS TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCES

Why Bitdefender 


